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This article looks at the momentous events that occurred in 1997,

and discusses the extent to which the industry is still feeling their

effects. From GMP accrual being ceased to the introduction of

pensions freedoms, we look at the key events that have shaken

up pensions, and shaped the industry into what it is today.

The recent news that the rise in state pension age to 68 will be

brought in seven years earlier than expected in 2037 drew

criticism, with one newspaper describing it as ’picking the pockets

of millions of people’.

For many, this change twenty years into the future may seem a

long way off, but if we look at what’s happened with pensions in

the twenty years leading up to this point, then without a doubt

1997 was particularly portentous.

This was a year that it is now claimed changed the retirement

prospects of the nation forever – a year that set the tone for

much of what was to come by way of further changes to

pensions.

Twenty years ago – the world of pensions
was a very different place 
In the 1990s, most defined benefit schemes were still open to new

members, who could look forward to an income of up to two-

thirds of their final salary in retirement. Some schemes were in

surplus. Employer contribution holidays for several years were quite

common, driven partly by Inland Revenue restrictions on surpluses.

However, pension provision was becoming more burdensome.

The landmark 1990 Barber case had ruled that pensions were

deferred pay, and banned sex discrimination in pensions.

Politicians had started to wonder aloud if state pension ages

ought to be equalised, too.

So it wasn’t all plain sailing. The Maxwell scandal triggered a sea

change. After Robert Maxwell fell off a boat in November 1991 it

was found that he had plundered hundreds of millions of pounds

from his companies’ pension schemes. Two years later the Goode

Committee recommended sweeping new controls, including a

regulator, Opra, and a massive increase in trustees’ responsibilities

(including disclosure requirements).

Sadly, malpractice was emerging elsewhere in the pensions

industry, as ’mis-selling’ entered the lexicon. Following the ’big

bang’ in mid-1988 – the first round of pension freedoms, it might

be said – hundreds of thousands of people were induced to

transfer out of company pension schemes into personal pensions

– encouraged by the government of the day. A long review

process endured throughout the nineties, continuing even to this

day, requiring payment of billions of pounds in compensation to

mis-sold individuals.

By the mid-nineties political pressure on the industry had

reached the point where self-regulation was judged to have

failed. Politicians felt that employers and providers alike could no

longer be relied upon to act honourably and in compliance with

the law.

How 1997 became the most 
momentous year for pensions 
These events – particularly the Maxwell scandal – contributed to

the most influential primary legislation of the decade, the massive

1995 Pensions Act – where most provisions came into force on 6

April 1997. The Act implemented the key recommendations of

the Goode Committee, aiming to protect occupational pensions

against what politicians thought was an ever-present risk of

another Maxwell.
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The Act also created a new contracting-out regime where the link

between SERPS and contracted-out schemes was broken, and

GMP accrual ceased. Another key change was the new

requirement for pensions in payment to be index-linked. Inflation

then was measured by the Retail Price Index (RPI), which many

schemes duly coded into their rules – a measure which would later

cause much distress.

An old cliché has it that the devil is in the detail. Social Security

Ministers gorged themselves on their powers to make regulations to

cover their backs against accusations of failure to protect pensions.

Dozens of sets of regulations followed the 1995 Act, altogether

swamping what benefit had been delivered by the earlier 1993

Pension Schemes Act in consolidating the social security pensions

legislation which had preceded it. This has been much amended 

by later Pensions Acts, including the 1995 Act itself.

Another hammer blow in 1997 was delivered by Chancellor

Gordon Brown, when he abolished Advanced Corporation Tax

(ACT) relief, removing tax relief on share dividends. He calculated

that with surpluses all the rage, pension schemes could stand the

loss, but dividend income from equities is a big chunk of their

annual investment returns.

Supported by the media, sponsoring employers and trustees 

of their pension schemes railed against this move, all to no avail.

One reason Brown got away with it was the arcane nature of the

term ’ACT’: the significance was not obvious to the world at large.

The financial impact on pension funds has been profound,

however: as much as £100 billion or more over the long term,

some commentators have estimated.

1997 was really a turning point, particularly for final salary

pension schemes. Surpluses started to disappear. Schemes began

to close to new members. The 1995 Act was the foundation stone

on which more and more legislation has been built, in response to

a perceived need to improve pension protection. With longevity

also steadily improving, the cost of pension provision was

increasing remorselessly.

The 1990s ended with the Welfare Reform and Pensions Act

1999 foreshadowing two major developments: stakeholder

pensions and pension-sharing on divorce. The former led to

another raft of regulations, and a failed pension saving initiative;

the latter to arguably the most spectacularly tangled web of

legislation ever woven on a single subject.

The volume of pensions legislation had grown ten-fold over the

decade, and now ran to perhaps two thousand pages, significantly

increasing the burden of compliance.

Rectifying the mistakes of the past 
One of the major changes imposed on pension providers in 1997,

especially on defined benefit schemes, their sponsoring employers

and their members, was the new contracting-out regime. The

good news in the 1995 Pensions Act was that Guaranteed

Minimum Pensions would cease to accrue. Not that they would –

or could – be scrapped, for accrued pension rights cannot be

taken away (and of that matter, more later).

The bad news was that rather than biting the bullet and

abolishing contracting-out altogether in future, the government

introduced a new contracting-out regime via a new layer of

legislation. “Section 9(2B) rights“ replaced GMPs. The alternative

route to contracting-out via protected rights continued, but with

some new rules so that administrators had to separately identify

pre- and post-6.4.1997 protected rights.

It would not be until 6 April 2016 that contracting-out ceased

entirely; the end of a 50-year failed experiment no other country

in the world has made the mistake of following. Cessation of

contracting-out has itself brought a raft of problems, notably the

need to reconcile differences and gaps in scheme records of GMP

entitlement with HMRC records. 1.8 million queries raised with

HMRC up to January 2017 concerned incorrect member data. 

This is a hugely expensive exercise, but it’s unavoidable. Failure to

reconcile could mean a scheme member getting less State Pension

than they should.

In the private sector, defined benefit pension provision has largely

ceased, compared to the scale pre-1997. Schemes are not only

almost all closed to new members; many have also closed to future

accrual, and are on a path to wind-up. Turning off the flow of

contributions from new members makes it almost inevitable that

rising cost of provision to existing members will trigger full closure

sooner or later. To start with, employers switched to defined

contribution schemes, still trust-based; but as The Pensions Regulator

An old cliché has it that the devil 
is in the detail. Social Security
Ministers gorged themselves on
their powers to make regulations to
cover their backs against accusations
of failure to protect pensions

It would not be until 6 April 2016
that contracting-out ceased
entirely; the end of a 50-year
failed experiment no other
country in the world has made
the mistake of following
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(which replaced Opra in 2005) ramped up the obligations on

pension scheme trustees, there has been a further move in favour of

contract-based Group Personal Pensions instead. All along the way,

employer contributions have tended to reduce in comparison with

the levels required by defined benefit arrangements.

The overall impact on individuals of this change of direction

post-1997 has been greater uncertainty of post-retirement

income, coupled with a marked reduction in the actual emerging

pension. On top of this, dramatic falls in annuity rates over the

past 20 years mean it is now totally unrealistic for all but a very

few members to expect a two-thirds pension from a defined

contribution (DC) scheme.

Take for example someone retiring from a job paying £36,000

pa. In the ’good old days’ they might, with long service in a final

salary scheme behind them, have aspired to a starting pension of

£24,000, some at least of it index-linked, and with significant

death benefits attached. A 65-year old wanting an equivalent

pension today from a DC (money purchase) scheme would require

a fund of about £500,000. That’s more than ten times today’s

average retiree’s DC pot.

This is not news, of course. Back in December 2002, as the 

rate of closure of defined benefit schemes was accelerating, the

Pensions Commission was set up to review the way the pension

system was developing, and to recommend possible changes. 

At that time, and notwithstanding the introduction of stakeholder

pensions in 2000, no employer was required to pay a penny

towards the income in retirement of their employees.

Occupational pension provision was entirely voluntary.

It still is, actually. Although the 1995 Act increased the overall

cost to employers of existing pension provision (and for that

matter, of winding up a scheme), it imposed no requirement 

upon employers who did not provide pensions to start doing so. 

It remained a voluntary act.

What changed, finally, was the introduction of automatic

enrolment, phased in over six and a half years from October 2012.

It’s only a partial solution to the retirement funding problem,

though: some might say hardly more than a genuflection. Even

after April 2019, the required minimum contribution level will be

only 8% of ’qualifying earnings’, including at least 3% from the

employer. Many employers have chosen group personal pension

arrangements to comply with their employer duties, though

master trusts (which are DC occupational pension schemes) are

also increasingly favoured.

The 1995 Act severely constrained the scope for the sponsoring

employer or trustees of an occupational pension scheme to

modify the scheme, for example by reducing benefits which a

member had already built up. These ’subsisting right provisions’,

known as ’section 67’, are a typical protection put in to stop the

kind of shenanigans of which Maxwell was accused, but which

has come under challenge particularly lately. The requirement to

apply limited price indexation, in particular from April 2005 to

defined benefit scheme pensions in payment, has been criticised

as something no longer affordable.

Likewise the way that many defined benefit schemes are

locked in to basing pension increases (and revaluation of deferred

pensions) on RPI, despite the Government choosing to use CPI

(normally lower) since 2011 for official purposes. The possibility 

of relief via a statutory override is one of the issues floated in the

Green Paper published for consultation earlier this year, and on

which the government response is now expected in the autumn.

What else has happened since 1997?
The very short answer, of course, is ’a lot’. The trend has been

very much to build upon, rather than ameliorate, the impact of

the 1995 Pensions Act.

Alan Pickering’s 2002 report A simpler way to better pensions
proposed “a new Pensions Act which should repeal or consolidate

all existing Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) private

pensions legislation“. However, any hope that the Bill which

followed might realise this ambitious goal (dream?) was derailed

by a gathering storm at the time around lack of protection for

defined benefit scheme members upon insolvency of the

sponsoring employer, which necessitated creation of the Pension

Protection Fund (PPF) and later the Financial Assistance Scheme.

As the Bill wound its tortuous path through Parliament, more

and more amendments were added, covering matters such as the

rules on pensions on divorce as they affected the operation of the

PPF – which the Minister at the time, Baroness Hollis, admitted

was “extremely complex, wet towel stuff“. The eventual (and 

very large) 2004 Pensions Act also set up a new Pensions

Regulator with wide-ranging powers, as well as a new funding

regime for defined benefit schemes.

Nevertheless, amid all the alligators the Government had

apparently not completely forgotten the idea of draining the

swamp. In the House of Lords Grand Committee on 15 July 2004,

Baroness Hollis expressed a hope that we would get a

consolidation Act sometime within the next decade. As we 

know, sadly that hasn’t happened.

The Government’s appetite for transformation of the pensions

landscape remained undimmed. The Pensions Act 2007 made

significant changes to State pensions; set the scene for the

The overall impact on individuals of
this change of direction post-1997
has been greater uncertainty of
post-retirement income, coupled
with a marked reduction in the
actual emerging pension
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abolition of money purchase contracting-out; and set up the

Personal Accounts Delivery Authority, the first step towards what

became the National Employment Savings Trust (NEST).

Another Pensions Act in 2008 was followed by yet another in

November 2011, which changed the fundamental definition of

money purchase benefits – the reverberations of this are still being

felt in subsequent legislation. Other themes were reform of state

pension age, alterations to the indexation and revaluation rules

following the momentous decision to switch from RPI to CPI, and

amendments to the plans for auto-enrolment laid out in the 2008

Act. After two and a half ’fallow years’, the Pensions Act 2014

made further radical reforms to the State pension system.

While the 1995 Act and all that has followed from the DWP

has been the chief villain in making the foundations and

supporting framework of UK pension provision ever-more

substantial and costly, the post-97 pensions landscape has also

been dramatically modified by HM Treasury. Complications ensue

from pensions legislation being developed in these twin silos. For

example, the DWP view that cash balance schemes do not provide

money purchase benefits conflicts with their categorisation in the

tax legislation as money purchase arrangements. It hardly helps

that the tax legislation is written at arrangement level, whereas

DWP legislation speaks of schemes.

Throughout the 90s and right up to 6 April 2006, the taxation

of pensions was controlled by the Inland Revenue, operating a

discretionary regime under the Income and Corporation Taxes Act

1988. The funding rules mandated disposal of scheme surpluses,

as described above, preventing schemes building a cushion

against a severe economic downturn. While this is now widely

regarded as mistaken, ironically section 37 of the 1995 Pensions

Act severely constrains the scope for return of surplus to the

employer, so that employers are fearful of contributing towards a

future ’locked-in’ surplus.

At the same time as the Pensions Commission mentioned

above began its research, the Treasury and the Revenue launched

a consultation on radical simplification of what had become a

fiendishly complex morass of pensions tax legislation and

guidance. Grandiosely announced as ’one regime to rule them all’,

the idea was to scrap the former discretionary pensions tax regime

altogether and codify a whole new framework – including a

complex set of protection mechanisms to cover pension rights

accrued ’pre-A day’, i.e., eventually, pre-6 April 2006.

Actually when they launched the 2004 Finance Act the

buzzword was ’simplification’, but it soon became anything but.

We dubbed it ’complification’, because every year since 2004,

successive Finance Acts have modified the pensions tax regime,

and when taken together with all the new secondary legislation

and several thousand pages of official guidance in the RPSM, and

latterly the rather shorter Pensions Tax Manual to explain it all, the

result is an administrator’s nightmare. In May 2009 the Authorised

Payments Regulations illustrated why a totally rigid, discretion-

free, black-and-white pensions tax regime was unworkable.

In total, and bearing in mind all the older legislation which is

still in force, by 2010 we were well past four thousand pages of

legislation, and seemingly heading for the ten thousand mark. 

While all this has served to further depress any residual

enthusiasm for pensions among employers, the protections for

members in the 1995 Act and its successors should have

encouraged pension saving among employees (pension saving by

the self-employed has plummeted, which is another issue

currently receiving attention: their inclusion somehow within the

scope of auto-enrolment has been mooted).

However, shaking off the appalling image the pensions industry

acquired during the Wild West days of the late eighties and early

nineties has proved extremely challenging. The Finance Act 2004

offered a promising start: there was much more freedom to

contribute. Even a person without any relevant UK earnings

qualified for tax relief on pension contributions of up to £3,600

gross. With sky-high upper limits – an annual allowance of

£215,000 and a lifetime allowance of £1.5m – it seemed that

given the money, a two-thirds pension was still attainable.

Typically though, later governments decided this was too

generous. Consequently, from a high point in 2010/11 the

allowances have been cut and cut again, to the point where the

annual allowance is at best £40,000 (and for some pension

savers, only a tenth of that from this year on), and the lifetime

allowance £1m.

Other moves were afoot. In his Budget speech on 19 March

2014, Chancellor George Osborne announced a revolutionary

change: no longer would anyone need to buy an annuity with their

(money purchase) pension pot. The distinction between capital and

income, lump sum and pension, was to be blurred in future.

’Pension flexibility’ and ’flexi-access’ became new watchwords.

Further initiatives via the Taxation of Pensions Act (TOPA) 2014

cemented the pension freedoms revolution. Since April 2015,

The Government’s appetite for
transformation of the pensions
landscape remained undimmed

When they launched the 2004
Finance Act the buzzword was
’simplification’, but it soon
became anything but. We
dubbed it ’complification’
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subject to trustees’ or managers’ consent, a member with money

purchase rights has had complete freedom of choice on attaining

age 55: permissible alternatives to annuity purchase include flexi-

access drawdown or an ’Uncrystallised Funds Pension Lump Sum’,

which in either case could enable up to 100% of the fund to be

taken at once in cash.

There were now renewed grounds for optimism in the

pensions industry, but the amount of money associated with

pensions had become increasingly noticeable to fraudsters.

Pensions liberation has accelerated since 2013, although

legislation to tackle it has been noticeably absent. HMRC was

initially slow to react to the absurd ease with which new pension

schemes could be registered (’process now, check later’ was the

official mantra).

In parallel with successive layers of pensions legislation to
protect scheme members since 1997, we have seen further
efforts each year from the Treasury to protect taxpayers generally
against abuse of tax relief by members and their advisers. Not
only have limits been lowered; the regulatory compliance regime
has been ramped up alongside.

To take one example, pension transferability was easier from 

6 April 2006; actually too easy, it became clear, especially to

QROPS (Qualifying Recognised Overseas Pension Scheme). In a

reprise of what happened from the mid-1970s after company

directors were first allowed to have occupational pension 

schemes (’SSASs’), or in 1988 when personal pensions became

available to all, dubious transactions flourished for a while before

the authorities started trying to round up the horses.

HMRC eventually changed the requirements that a scheme 

has to meet to be a QROPS in April 2012, April 2015, and again

in April 2017. Additionally, changes were made in 2013 to how

and where QROPS had to report information to HMRC.

Meanwhile on the DWP side the Pension Schemes Act 2015

created new safeguards to protect individuals and pension

schemes when people consider transferring out of a defined

benefit scheme. Currently we await a government response to

last December’s ’pension scams’ consultation. One outcome

might be that the government goes so far as to remove the

statutory right to transfer to a QROPS. That would illustrate once

more an unfortunate pendulum tendency, where legislation

swings from too restrictive to too permissive, and back again.

Conclusion – Looking forward 
The past 20 years has been a roller-coaster; a frenetic period of

constant political interventions and disturbances in an industry

which desperately requires stability and long-term predictability. 

A strong political consensus seems a pipe dream and as far away 

as ever, while the political establishment is transfixed by 

negotiations to leave the EU. On the other hand, it makes it less

likely that the present government will develop the appetite for

further radical change.

Many voices have been raised, but not heard by government,

in favour of delegating responsibility for pensions strategy to an

independent commission. Automatic enrolment emerged from

just such a commission. A true long-term vision could – and

arguably should – encompass saving in general, as well as later-

life care provision.

Means of helping individuals to save should also be a high

priority. Utilising the principle of ’what you’ve never had, you

don’t miss’ via taxation seems a good bet. Above all, though,

planning for a future depends upon confidence in a future.

Ian Neale
Director
Aries Insight

Pensions liberation has accelerated
since 2013, although legislation to
tackle it has been noticeably absent
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